
Where you start, what you add, and when, depends on your plans for the future
of your farm.

The fact is that size is not the most important consideration when agribusinessmen
choose to make their own feed. Other benefits such as fresher feed, more uniform
quality ingredients, flexible ration changes, and financial independence are greater
influences that can greatly affect your operation's profitability
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SUPPLEMENT MIXES ADDI
TIONAL SALT MINERALS
MEDICATIONS AND OTHER
INGREDIENTS

uild your feed processing system to your specific requirements; Start small become as
sphisticated as you require. Basically, Mix-Mill systems are TOTAL feed handling and
rocessing systems that involve everything from receiving grain and other ingredients as
iey come from the truck or field to deliver feed to the livestock or birds. Mix Mill increases the
Ificiency of your rations while decreasing the cost of producing them and gives you more time

i management... less in labor
• •

I muuiri*It is a fact that you can start an automatic
feed processing system for no more than
you would invest in a PTO grinder mixer.

And... consider leasing. Minimum cash outlay
keeps working capital available.
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A 25 Ton modular bulk bin six
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THE MIX MILL AUTOMATIC
GRAVITY MILL

How BICw is big enough
lor your own teed

processing system

A TamAgn Corporation representative can explain the Mix Mill Plan for staged growth
and introduce you to the advantages of system leasing. Your request for informative
literatun is welcomed.

START BASIC. ADDANDAUTOMATE
ASEARNINGS MOVE UP!

Mil from 2 to S different feed ingredients
automatically It s accurate, flexible safe, mex
pensive to operate and easy to maintain Available in
5 7'A and 10 hp sizes Manufactures from 5 000 to
12 000 lb of feed per hour (based on a 1 to 4 mix
using shelled corn and a 14 inch screen )
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